InfoView

Asset management

simplified

Philips InfoView for healthcare professionals
The simple fact of healthcare is that employees are being
asked to manage more work with fewer resources. You feel
the constant pressure of having to reduce costs while optimizing
equipment uptime, dealing with inefficiencies associated with
inaccurate and disparate asset data and navigating through
the complexities of compliance and reporting.
Introducing InfoView
Now, there’s a powerful asset management tool that

operational performance. Our scalable, cloud-based

helps you effectively manage, monitor and control

solution uses a data-driven approach to deliver

your clinical assets with enhanced financial and

actionable business insights.

InfoView – helping you make better decisions that can save time and money
With customizable dashboards, automated reporting and your team of equipment service professionals,
we make InfoView easy to use and understand from implementation to ongoing support.
Let us show you how InfoView may be able to help your organization save time and money:
• A single source of asset data

• Optimizing in-house labor costs and parts purchased

• Enhanced planning and scheduling

• Deferring new purchases

• Enhanced work-order management with easy

• Reducing inventory levels and rentals

mobile applications

• Reducing unplanned maintenance activity and costs

• Streamlined parts ordering

• Reducing PM costs with attached checklists

• Automated collection, analyzing and reporting

• Reducing administrative overhead

of information

Use InfoView to:
• Gain access on the go

• Manage work orders

• Standardize asset data

• Monitor expenses

• Get real-time data

• Measure productivity

• Access powerful reporting tools

• Manage contracts and warranties

• Customize dashboards for techs, directors and C suite

• Support capital planning decisions

• Benchmark equipment

Read what InfoView users have to say:
Why choose Philips InfoView?
Philips has the expertise, experience
“Our 16 technicians have reported
and tools to help you manage your a major reduction in daily
clinical assets.
administrative time managing
work orders using InfoView.”
Tools developed by service professionals
At Philips, we use InfoView to manage hundreds of

- Director of Biomedical Engineering

thousands of our customers’ clinical assets, the same
assets you manage every day.
Expertise
InfoView was created by medical service professionals
who understand the biomed environment you work in.
And you get ongoing support from seasoned medical
service professionals, not a software vendor.
Experience
With over 100 years of dedicated healthcare
experience, we have the expert knowledge and
resources to support your business goals.

“Our prior CMMS solution was from
a software vendor who provided
a database system with no PM
procedures, model numbers, nor
standardization across our sites.
InfoView is a true biomedical
engineering solution!”
- Director, Biomedical Engineering
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Schedule your free demo today
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